
Excessories - hang - accessories

VE80DBAA0170B

Hanger rod  
- Material: beech
- Finish: wenge
- Dimensions (mm): 840 
- Packing: 8 pieces per box 

Screw the hanger rod into the threaded bush in the hanger.
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VE80DBAA03__B
Finish code number on page 59

Hanger rod with genuine leather sleeve 
- Material: beech
- Finish: wenge 
- Dimensions (mm): 840 
- Packing: 8 pieces per box 

Screw the hanger rod into the threaded bush in the hanger.
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Excessories - hang

VE80DBAA23__B
Finish code number on page 59

Hanger rod with hook and genuine leather sleeve 
- Hanger rod material: beech 
- Hanger rod finish: wenge
- Hook material: epoxy-coated die-cast
- Hook finish: metal grey brown 
- Dimensions (mm): 970 
- Packing: 8 pieces per box 

VE80DBAA0270B

Hanger rod with hook  
- Hanger rod material: beech 
- Hanger rod finish: wenge
- Hook material: epoxy-coated die-cast
- Hook finish: metal grey brown 
- Dimensions (mm): 970 
- Packing: 8 pieces per box 

VE80DBAA04__B
Finish code number on page 59

Tie hanger rod with genuine leather supports
- Tie hanger rod material: beech 
- Tie hanger rod finish: wenge
- Hook material: epoxy-coated die-cast
- Hook finish: metal grey brown 
- Dimensions (mm): 865
- Packing: 4 pieces per box 
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Excessories - hang - Genuine leather

MOKA BROWN
finitura disponibile a stock*

FLAX GREY
finish on request

ELEPHANT GREY 
finish on request

KHAKI BROWN
finish on request

FINISHES

TURTLE-DOVE GREY
finish on request

CAMEL
finish on request

A1 = MOKA BROWN LEATHER

A2 = ELEPHANT GREY LEATHER

A3 = FLAX GREY LEATHER

A4 = TURTLE-DOVE GREY LEATHER

A8 = CAMEL LEATHER

A7 = KHAKI BROWN LEATHER

V E 8 0 D B A A 1 8 _ _ B

Code composition (example):

*finishes available in stock, while stocks last
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